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Abstract - W'e want to creatc a video codcc, that can 
compress a video stream at a single bitrate and 
decompress it at difTerent bitrates. Our implementation 
of the codec uses wavelets as its basc. The encodcr reads 
the uncompressed video stream and does a 2D Wavelet 
Transform on every frame. Then the SPIHT (Set 
Partitioning in Hierarchical Tree) algorithm îs used to 
store the wavelet coefTicients in an erobedded way. The 
decoder can decode the compressed video stream at 
different bitrates, achieving variable qualitv. A 
comparison with JPEG and MPEG shows that our 
wavelet codec has comparable resuits. 
Keywords: rate scalability, video compression, Wavelet 
Transform 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of a video compression algorithm is to 
exploit both the spaţial and temporal redundancy of a 
video sequence such that fewer bits can be used to 
represent the video sequence at an acceptable visual 
distortion. For example, it is frequently desired to 
transmit video over standard telephone lines, where 
data rates are typically restricted to 56,000 bps. A 
video sequence with frame size of 176_144 pixels (a 
size commonly used for this application) at 30 frames 
per second (fps) and 3 bytes per pixel, would require 
18.25 Mbps, making impractical the transmission of 
video v^ithout compression. For different applications. 
different resolutions, visual quality, and therefore, 
different data rates, are required. 
The available bandwidth of most computer networks 
almost always poses a problem when video is to be 
delivered. A user may request a video sequence at a 
specific data rate. However, the variet}' of requests 
and the diversity of the network may make it diffîcult 
for an image or a video server to predict, at the time 
the video is encoded and stored on the server, the 
video quality and data rate it will provide to a 
particular user at a given time. 
Meeting bandwidth requirements and maintaining 
acceptable image quality simultaneousiy is a 
challenge. Rate scalable compression that allows the 

decoded data rate to be dynamically changed, is 
appcaling for many applications, such as video 
streaming and multicasting on the Internet, video 
conferencing, video libraries and databases, and 
wireless communication. In these applications, the 
bandwidth available cannot bc guaranteed due to 
variations in network load. When a video sequence 
is transmitted over a heterogeneous network, network 
congestion may occur, decreasing the quality 
obsen ed by the user. 
Consider the following example: A media provider 
digitizes, compresses, and stores news clips in a 
digital video library using MPEG-2 at 6 Mbits/sec 
(Mbps), and makes them available to the public. Most 
current video compression techniques and standards 
require that parameters, such as data rate, be set at the 
time of encoding. A problem exists if the server 
receives a request for the video sequence not at 6 
Mbps, but at 4 Mbps. A solution to this problem 
would be to have the video server transcode the 
compressed bit stream. However, this is a 
computationally intensive task. 
In general, a media producer faces the diffîcult task of 
providing content at different resolution (temporal, 
spaţial, and/or rate) levels depending on the receivers' 
capability as well as possibly users' choice. One 
solution to this problem is to compress and store a 
video sequence at different data rates. The server will 
then be able to deliver the requested video at the 
proper data rate, given the network load and the 
specific user request. There are tvvo problems with 
this approach: 

• The need to store a sequence at various data rates 
introduces the added overhead of storage, 
duplicity and management of different sequences. 

• For real-time applications, it is impractical to have 
several encoders compressing the sequence at the 
same time. 

An alternative solution to this problem is to use a 
video coder that is capable of dynamically selecting 
the decoded data rate. This is a very attractive solution 
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for the flexibilit>' it introduces to Ihe system. This is 
known as '^'ideo scalabilily". 
Video scalability is different from the concept of 
scalability used in nelworking. In this article, when 
we refer to scalability, we mean "video scalability". 
Most current compression techniques require that 
parameters, such as data rate, firame rate, and frame 
size, be set at the time of encoding, and are not easily 
changed. Video compression techniques that allow 
one to encode the sequence once and then decode it at 
multiple data rates, frame rates, spaţial resolutions, 
and video qualit>' are known as "scalable". The goal 
of scalable video compression is to encode a video 
sequence once, and decode it on any platform fed by 
any data pipe. 

II. CODITsJG SCHEME 

Depicted in Fig. 1 is a principal sketch of our video 
codec. Not all steps are required for a video codec and 
some steps were omitted (for example, the entropy 
coding block was omitted). Only one frame at a time 
is compressed. First a color space transform is applied 
from the RGB color space (red, green, blue) to the 
YCbCr color space, we do a Discrete wavelet 
Transform and then the SPIHT (Set Partitioning In 
Hierarchical Tree) algorithm is used to save the 
wavelet coefficients in an embedded way. The video 
stream coded using our coder has an absolutely 
scalable bitrate and can be decoded at any user 
specific bitrate. 
To uncompress an image or a video, the steps in Fig. 
l are traversed in reverse order with inverse 
transforms of all steps. The decoder side of the 
application can decode the encoded video stream at 
multiple bitrates, given by the available bandwidth 
and the users' preferences. 

Uncompressed \ 
data HColorspace L Wavelet L 

Transform ^ Transf 
Cuantiser 
(SPIHT) 

Compressed 
data 

Fig. 1 Bloc diâgram of the encoder 

Col or space transform 
We will be using the YCbC, (ITU-R BT.601) format, 
which is a scaled and offset version of the YUV 
colorspace. To convert from RGB to YCbCr format the 
following equations can be used: 

Y = 0 .257/? + 0 . 5 0 4 C + 0 . 0 9 8 5 -r 16 

C , = - 0 . 1 4 8 / ? - 0 .291G + 0 . 4 3 9 5 + 1 2 8 

C, = 0.439/? + 0 .368G - 0 . 0 7 1 5 + 1 2 8 
(1) 

and to convert back: 

/? = 1 . 1 6 4 ( r - 1 6 ) + l 5 9 6 ( C , - 1 2 8 ) 

G = 1 1 6 4 ( r ^ l 6 ) - 0 . 8 1 3 ( C , - 1 2 8 ) -

- 0 . 3 9 1 ( Q - 1 2 8 ) 

5 = 1 . 1 6 4 ( r - ] 6 ) + 2 . 0 1 8 ( Q - 1 2 8 ) 

In the RGB format each of the three values represents 
the amount of red, green and blue. In YCbCr format 
the Y represents the amount of luminance 
(brightness), Cb and Cr represent the chrominance 
(color). In YCbCr format the chroma components of 
an image are often subsampled to a quarter of their 
original size. We chose not to subsample the chroma 
channels, instead we later compress those channels 
much harder. 

Bi'dimensional Wavelet Transform 
The easiest method to apply a bi-dimensional 

transform is to consider the image as rows of one-
dimensional signals and to transform these rows. Then 
we transform them in the other direction as well. So 
the solution is to apply the Discrete Wavelet 
Transform first on the rows and then on the columns 
of the image, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Original 
image 

Row filtered 
image 

Row and column 
fiJtered image 

Fig. 2. Appiying the Wavelet Transform on the rows and 
columns of an image 

The four subimages are: 
1) I - low-pass filtered on rows and columns, also 

known as LL (low subbands for row and column 
filtering) 

2) II - high-pass filtered on rows and low-pass 
filtered on columns, also known as HL (high 
subband for row filtering and low subband for 
column filtering) 

3) III - low-pass filtered on rows and high-pass 
filtered on columns, also known as LH (low 
subbands for row filtering and high subbands 
column filtering) 

4) rV - high-pass filtered on rows and columns, also 
known as HH (high subbands for row and 
column filtering) 

LLi HLi 

LHi HHi 

LLi 
HU HU 

LH, HH, 

First decomposing step 

LH3-

Second decomposing 
step 

HLi 

LH, HH. 

(2) 
Third decomposing step 

Fig. 3. Appiying the 2D Wavelet Transform on tree resolution 
levels 
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Alter a one-dimensional translonn we will have only 
half of the scaling coefllcients s. The bi-dimensional 
transform is applied on columns, thal conîain bolh 
scaling coefficients s and Wavelet coefficients d, bul 
on the cohimns there are only new scaling coefficients 
(obtained after the row transform), which are then 
used in tlie column transfomi. So, after the bi-
dimensional transform we will have only 1/4 of the 
iniţial data and the toilowing steps of transformation 
w ill need less computation time. 
Applying the Inverse Wavelet Trajisform on the 
coefllcients from subband LL we will obtain the the 
correspondent of the original image, but at one unii 
smaller resolution level. 
At the second step we appiy the Wavelet Transform 
on the subband LL. These steps can be successively 
repeated umil we reach ihe wanted or the smallest 
permined resolution level. Fig. 3 shows three steps in 
applying the Wavelet Transform and the 
corresponding subbands. 
For example, Fig. 4 shows the position of the 
coefficients in the subbands after a tree resolution 
level decomposition of an 8x8 pixel image: 
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resolution level 2 (2x2 pixel resolution). Using also 

the level 2 coefficients d^ , wc obtain the image at 

resolution level 1 (4x4 ixel resolution), and, finally, 
using the coefllcients d .̂ we can reconstruct the the 

original image at resolution 8x8 pixels. Fig. 5 shows a 
two level decomposition of the image ' Lena" of 
resolution 256x256 pixels. The image in the upper left 
corner is a approximation of the original image at 
resolution level 2 (64x64 pixel resolution). The other 
images were obtaincd only from the Wavelet (detail) 
coefficients tmm the corresponding subband and ihey 
are the detail images of the corresponding subbands. 

Fig 4 Distribuiion of the scaling and Wavelet coefîicients for an 
8x8 pixel image decomposed on 3 resolution levcis 

where d^/^. is the Wavelet coefficient at resolution 

level j and position (x,y) from subband LH, d'/^, is 

ihe Wavelet coefficient at resolution level j and 

position (x,y) from subband HL and is the 

Wavelet coefficient at resolution level j and position 
(x,y) from subband HH. Note that we have only one 
scaling coefficient on poziţia (1,1) in subband 

LL3. This coefficient is an approximation of the 
original image at resolution level 3 (1x1 pixels). The 
Wavelet coefficients d hold the details of the image at 
for corresponding resolution level. For lower 
resolution levels (higher resolution) the details 
contained in the Wavelet coefficients are finer. 
For the reconstruction (synthesis) of the original 
image, we apply the inverse algorithm. From the 
scaling coefTîcient we get the approximation of 

the original image at resolution level 3 (Ixl pixel 
resolution). Using the scaling c o e f f i c i e n t a n d the 

level 3 Wavelet coefficients d] ^ we get the image at 

Fjg 5 Decomposition of ihe ' Lena" image on two resolution 
levels 

Ciiantisation 

So far, as our video codec is concemed, no 
information has been lost, and no actual compression 
has laken place. 
Usually the most important coefTicients will be 
grouped in the top left corner (see Fig. 3), with 
importance decreasing for each sub band, and a lot of 
the coefficients in the lower sub bands will have a 
value close to zero. Since small values represent small 
changes in the original image, they can often be 
discarded without visible loss of quality. Discarding 
low valued coefficients will increase compression for 
a modest degradation in qualiry. However, doing so 
will lead to a problem: the coordinates of the 
coefficients. A lot of coefficients will be zero, and 
storing them gives no compression. On the other 
hand, not storing them leads to the problem with 
coordinates: what coefficient should be at what 
coordinate? One solution is to define a scan order to 
follow. Two such scan orders are depicted in Fig . 6 
for a eight by eight matrix. 
The coefficients are simpl\' stored in the order they 
are found according to scan order. When the desired 
compression ratio is achieved, storing is stopped. 
With tliis technique some coefficients that are stored 
are close to zero or zero, thus lowering the 
compression ratio. There exist a number of algorithms 
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that address this problem. The EZW (Embedded Zero 
Tree) algorithm by Shapiro [6] is a way to both 
quantize and store the coordinates of the coefficients. 
The SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) 
algorithm by Said and Pearlman [5] can be described 
as a more advanced version of the EZW algorithm. 
Both make use of ''spaţial orientation trees" (SOT). 
Spaţial orientation trees are stnictures that use quad-
tree representations of sets of \\avelet coefficients that 
belong to different subbands, but have the same 
spaţial location. These stnictures, which can be 
effîciently represented by one symbol, have been used 
extensively in rate scalable image and video 
compression. 

r - z / r 

Fig 6 CoefTicient scanning order: a)Raster scan order b)Morton 
scan order 

The SPIHT algorithm 
Said and Pearlman [5] investigated different tree 
structures that improved the quality of the 
decomposition. The SPIHT (Set Partitioning in 
Hierarchical Tree) algorithm is also an algorithm that 
stores the most important coefficients in an embedded 
way, along with information for the coordinates. 
Quantization is done implicitly by starting with a high 
threshold that is successively lowered as the algorithm 
progresses. 
Examine Fig. 5 and note the similarity between the 
different subbands. A tree like structure can be built 
from this observation, where each node have four 
branches except the top node which is a special case 
(refer to Fig. 7). A closer inspection of Fig. 5 shows 
that usually a bright patch in the lower subbands 
seems to propagate into the higher sub bands. In this 
figure, white stands for a low value and black stand 
for a high value. Low values stand for small changes 
in the original image, and are thus of lesser 
importance. 

1 1 

w 
i \ 

information about the coordinates. Since we have this 
tree like structure, we can represent all the coordinates 
of a branch with no coefficients over a certain 
threshold with just one bit. 
The Spiht algorithm uses tree lists to keep track of the 
nodes. The lists are: 

• list of insignificant pixels (LIP): contains nodes, 
that will be checked for significance 

• list of insignificant sets (LIS): contains nodes 
whose descendants will be checked for 
significance 

• list of significant pixels (LSP): consists of nodes 
that have been found signi_cant earlier. The 
nodes in this list can be of two kinds: 

- normal nodes (type A)\ are nodes, that have 
insignificant children 

- multi-noduri (de tip B): are nodes, that have 
significant children 

The SPIHT algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
y. Initialisation: 

Fig 7 An illustration how the parents expand to four clustered 
children in a filter bank set of coefficients. 

What we want to do is to store the values of all the 
coefficients above a certain threshold along with 

• Compute n - log2 max where 

2. 

Ĉ  j are the coefficients and initialize the 

treshold T = 2 \ 
• Move the four highest nodes of the tree-

like structure in the LIP and the tree direct 
descendents of the first node in the Lis, 
marked as normal nodes. The LSP is 
empty. 

Sorting pass 
• Traverse the LIP testing the magnitude of 

its elements against the current threshold 
and representing its significance by O or 1. 
If a coefficient is found to be significant, it 
is moved from LIP to LSP and a " I " bit is 
written at the output, showing that the 
coefficient was significant; then another 
bit is written at the output, showing the 
sign of the coefficient (O for positive, 1 for 
negative). If the coefficient is insignificant, 
a bit is written at the output. 

• For every node in the LIS, determine if it 
is a normal node or a multinode. 

- If it is a multimode, its children are 
checked for significant descendents 
and a bir is written at the output. If 
significant descendents are 
discovered, all four children are added 
to the LIS marked as normal nodes 
and the current node is removed from 
the LIS. 

- If it is a normal mode, it is checked 
for significant descendents in respect 
to the current threshold and a bit is 
written at the output. If it has 
significant descendents with 
significant descendents 
(grandchildren), it is moved to the end 
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of the L I S marked as mu l t imodc ; e lse 
it is r e m o v e d and the s o n i n g pass wiih 
a t empora l L IP lisi ( that conta in the 
ch i ldren of the nodes ) is execu ted . The 
ch i ldren , ihai h a v e n ' t been m o v e d to 
the LSP du r ing the so i i ing pass are 
m o v e d to ilie aciuai LIP iist. 

Refuienient pass 
• C o m p a r e aii nodes in ihe L S P with the 

cur ren i threshold T, except ihose added 
dur ing the sor t ing pass and wri te the 
co r r e spond ing bits at the output . 

4 Set T ^ T ' 2 and go to s tep 2. 

The p rocess is repeated umil ihe larget dala rate is 
achieved. It is impor tant to no te ihai the locaiion of 
the coe f f i c i en t s be ing re t lned or c lass i t led is never 
explici ţ i ) i r ansmined , Th i s is because all b ranch ing 
dec is ions m a d e by the encode r as it searches 
ih roughout tJie coelTicienls are appended to ihe bit 
s t ream. 
D e c o d i n g is d o n e in a s imi lar manne r : all ou tput p a n s 
are exchanged for input and all c o m p a r i s o n s wiih 
threshold are e x c h a n g e d for upda tes lo the 
coetTicients. W h e n upda i ing the coef f i c ien t s . their 
iniţial va lue is set to 1.5 t imes the current threshold . 
because the threshold tells us ihat the value is at least 
threshold but less than t w o l imes th resho ld . So a good 
guess might be that the va lue v\ill be s o m e w h e r e in 
be tween . 

T h e p e r f o r m a n c e of S P I H T is b e n e r than E Z W , at a 
modes t increase in the computa ţ iona l complex i ty [5]. 
T h a t ' s why \ v e ^ ' e chosen to use S P I U T for our coder . 

111. R E S U L T S 

For eva lua t ing the perfoiTnance of our codec w e are 
us ing iJie Peak Signal to N o i s e Rat io ( P S N R ) , a 
m e a s u r e m e n t c o m m o n l y used when c o m p a r i n g 
images be tween each other. T h e P S N R is calcula ted 
as: 

PSNR^\()\og 
255' NM 

(3) 

is 2 5 6 x 2 5 6 pixels. Por p rocess ing the JPKG pic tures 
we used the I m a g e M a g i c k p rogram. For de wavelet 
decompos i t i on and recons i ruc i ion we used two types 
of filters: the l l aa r til ter wuh modes t pe r fo rmence and 
the h i o n h o g o n a l tll ier " b i o r 4 . 4 " of order 4 with much 
h ighcr pe r fo rmance . I he graphs show that J P E r j is 
si ightly super ior to our wavelet coder . except for vcr> 
low bil rates. J P L G ' s dec l ine probably c o m e s t rom 
the lact that the image is d iv ided into 8x8 pixels large 
b locks be fo re the Discrete C o s i n u s T rans form (13CT) 
is appl ied , and the overhead b e c o m c s s ignif icant at 
low bit rates. W h e n c o m p a r i n g the b ior thogonal filier 
wiih the Haar fil ter. the dilTerence in PSNR is about 2 
dB. C o m p a r i n g JPLci with the "h io r4 .4" tllter, we end 
up just l d B lower in PSNR. Note that our codec does 
no en t ropy encod ing af ier the S P I I H a lgor i thm. whi le 
.IPEG uses a H u f f m a n coding . which g ives an extra 
gain in P S N R . 

PSNR pcntiu dt«erlte rale de bK 

Here the 255 c o m e s f rom ihe m a x i m u m value w e can 
have a n y w h e r e on one b i tp lane of the picture , 
mul t ip ly ing it w ith N, which is the size of a bi tplane, 
in our case 128 x 128. T h e t r ans fo rmed and 
re t rans fo rmed image e l emen t s are named ? ( / , / ) and 
they are of cou r se c o m p a r e d to the or iginal image 
e l emen t s x ( i , j ) . Based on our o w n obse rva t ions w e 
have not iced that a p ic ture ly ing a b o v e 30 is of 
to lerable qual i ty , and a b o v e 40 is c lose to t lawless . 

Results for scalable coding of images 
First w e show a c o m p a r i s o n in P S N R be iwecn JPEG 
and our codec in Fig. 8. T h e pic ture w e used in the 
compar i son is the classical color p ic ture ' 'Lena" , o f t en 
used in image process ing . T h e resolut ion of the image 

Fig 8 Comparison beuvecn JPEG and our \va\ elet coder for ihe 
" Lena'' piciure (256x256 pixels) 

c) 1 b)3p 
Fig 9 Visual resulis obtained for ihe color image "Lena ' uiih 

JPEG (lefi) and wiih our codec (righl) for different bilraie? 
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Fig. 9 shows the JPEG imagcs and the images 
obtained with our coder C'bior4.4" filter) for different 
bitrates. We can see a better visual quality in case of 
our coder. 

Resulîs for scalable video coding 
Fig. 10 and 11 show a comparison between MPEG-1 
and our codec. The graph shows PSNR for the 128 
first frames of the 'foreman" video (which was 
cropped from its original size of 176x144 to 
128x128). The MPEG-1 encoding was made with a 
program called "TMPGEnc" with default parameters 
for all options. Our coding application compresses the 
input video stream at a high data rate (5 bpp) so that 
clients with high as well as with low bandwidth to be 
able to achieve the best quality at their given 
bandwidth after decoding. The decoder side of the 
application can decompress the coded bitstream at 
different data rates. 
In Fig, 10 the wavelet decoder works at a data rate of 
1 bpp. We can see that the PSNR for MPEG-1 is 
about 4 dB better than our encoder. This advantage is 
obtained because MPEG uses an inter-frame coding 
scheme, which gives the extra gain in PSNR and is 
not used in our codec. 

PSNR la 1 bpp 

40 60 60 
Numărul CAdrulut 

Fig. 10. Comparison be^veen MPEG-1 and our wavelet coder 
for the "forman" video (resolution 128x128 pixels, 128 frames) 

at 1 bpp 

In Fig. 11 our decoder works at a bitrate of 0.1 bpp. 
You can notice that our application has equal results 
with MPEG at very low bitrates. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The Wavelet Transform combined with the SPIHT 
algorithm is a ver>' effective way of building a 
scalable video codec. The motion compensation 
techniques used in MPEG formats may be of some 
help in compressing the video stream and increasing 
the quality, but then the scalability is harder to 
achieve. For a gain in performance and preservation 
of scalabilit>' we should switch from 2D Wavelet 
Transform and SPIHT to their 3D versions. This 
should work by compressing several frames at once. 
The advantage is that the redundancy between 
consecutive frames is exploited and we can achieve 
higher compression ratios. Another way to improve 
our codec is to optimize the code. An entropy coder 
would improve things further, but not by very much. 
With these improvements we could equal and even 
beat the performance of MPEG. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison between MPEG-1 and our wavelet coder 
for the '"forman" video at 0.1 bpp 
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